
Country Presentations: Fifteen Fun Facts and Photos 

Conduct brief research into a country of your choice (first come-first served; one student 

per country).  Create a short PowerPoint presentation which combines research, 

photography, and creativity.   

 

The format for the presentation is up to you, but there are some specifics that MUST be 

part of the presentation.   

 

Each student’s presentation must have sixteen slides or photos (one cover slide and fifteen 

representative photos and captions). Each slide should be timed to play for exactly 15 

seconds. 

 

For each of the following categories, discover something interesting, fun, obscure, gross, irrational, or just plain weird.  

 

The background for each slide should be a high-quality photo which represents each category. When you present the slide 

show, be prepared to speak for 15 seconds explaining the fun fact. Include a small caption to tell us what we’re looking at 

as well.  

 

Categories 

1. Aerial or Outer Space Photo (no caption required) 

2. Geographic Features (find a photo of something remarkable) 

3. Plants & Animals (the weirder the better) 

4. Weird or What? (laws, people, holidays, etc) 

5. Inventions (this one will surprise you) 

6. Famous Landmarks (choose anything) 

7. Good History (would make people here proud) 

8. Bad History (would make people here feel shame) 

9. Customs and Traditions (again, the weirder the better) 

10. Government (how are the people governed) 

11. Myths and Legends (again, lots of ways to go here) 

12. Tourist Attractions (why do people go here) 

13. Notable People (for good or bad reasons) 

14. Quotes (from people in this country or about this country in general) 

15. Coolest Thing You Learned (you should have learned a lot) 

 

Some Specifics 

 Try to incorporate clear photos which depict the content of each slide.   

 Your presentation shall be assessed on a scale of 1 to 6.  

 

6 = Exceptional 

The research and choice included details, exceptional photo choices and attractive arrangement of slide information. 

Knowledge gained through research is evident and shared in an interesting manner. 

 

5 = Proficient 

There is evidence of research, mostly appropriate details, compelling photo choice and arrangement of slide information. 

Sharing of researched information is solid, intention is clear. 

 

4 = Capable  

The research included details relevant but unexceptional, passable photos, and the slide arrangement suitable. Oral 

presentation portion is adequate, though not advanced. 

 

3-1 = Levels of Developing Proficiency 

Presentation is weak in all areas, photos inappropriate (unclear and unrelated), slide arrangement unsuitable, missing 

details. Research knowledge is weak and/or shared inadequately. 


